
Description: Magnetically receptive dry-erase surface   

Physical Properties: FLEXIBILITY: Can be coiled to ½” radius without cracking at 68ºF. 

HARDNESS: Shore D45  
MACHINABILITY: Diecutting, Knife-cutting etc., cleanly & with ease. 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 3.6  
Storage: Material should be stored in a Dry Place at a temperature range of 15C to 25C and 50% rela-

Delivery: 

Adhesive: 

tive humidity with rolls stored horizontally in original packaging 

Express 24 Hours 
 Install using Flexi sheet adhesive  

Ways FlexiSheet Can Be Installed

The Following Tools Are Good To Have:

General Guide 

1. Preparation

 Remove all old backing paper from wall surface. Ensure hanging surface is smooth, clean, dry in depth, of a

uniform colour and in a sound condition.

 Surface should be free from contaminants such as dirt, dust, grease, mildew, ink stains; etc - any of these can

prevent adhesion taking place.
 Wash with detergent solution, rinse and allow to dry.

 Fill cracks and holes with a proprietary filler in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

 Treat any areas showing mould growth.

 Ensure floors are swept clean to avoid dirt gathering at skirting level.

 Ensure that you are installing under adequate lighting conditions.

 Site temperature should not be below 12°C (55°F). Avoid excessive heat until adhesive is fully dried



Hanging Instructions 

Surfaces 

Emulsion Paint: 
If the wall is sound and in good condition, the adhesive can be applied straight on to emulsion paint. If there is 
any damage, flakiness it is best to prime the surface. Abrade surface to provide a good key. Wash and dry 
thoroughly, apply one coat of water based primer we recommend zinsser bulls eye 1-2-3.

 Depending on what type of surface you are installing this product onto, the adhesive used will vary

 If applying directly onto a wall use the water based adhesive

 If applying onto a substrate such as MDF or Foamex first, use the Solvent based adhesive

Non-porous surface (glass, gloss paint etc): 
Abrade surface to provide a good key. Wash and dry thoroughly.

Porous Surface (plaster, cement render etc):  
Ensure old plaster stable and free of mould. Ensure new plaster dry in depth. Seal with a water based primer 



 Cut the Flexi sheet to required length

 Pour paste into paste tray

 Paste the wall with roller

 Apply the flexi sheet lengths edge to edge (vertically or horizontally)

 The roll edges of the flexi sheet do not always achieve a tight edge to the edge joint when fixed to walls. To 
obtain a tight edge tot edge joint the edges of adjacent rolls must be overlapped on the wall by approx. 10- 
15mm and then cut down the centre of the overlap. The cut off edges should then be discarded and the roll 
edges joined along the new clean edge line.

 Use a soft wallpaper brush to remove bubbles and creases

 Use a straight edge and trimming knife or scissors at any corners

 Remove any excess paste with a damp sponge

 Leave to dry thoroughly (24 hrs)

 The wall is now ready to hold magnets and write on with dry erase pens

Care of surface: 
 For writing use only DRY ERASE whiteboard pens

 For increased magnetic pull use strong magnets

 For best results clean regularly with a whiteboard cleaner and conditioner

Do not use abrasive cleaners.
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